Cookie Policy
Ebiquity Plc and its subsidiaries (inclusive of FirmDecisions, Stratigent LLC and Digital
Balance) (“Ebiquity” or “We”) use cookies across our websites to improve their performance
and enhance the user experience.
What are Cookies?
Cookies are small text files which a website may put on your computer when you first visit it
or a specific page upon it. A cookie is like an identity card, it is unique to your computer and
can only be read by the server that gave it to you.
There are many different functions cookies serve. They can help us to remember your
username and personal preferences, provide us with analysis about how well certain pages
and links are working or even allow a website to show you content that it believes will be
relevant to you.
Cookies, by themselves, do not tell us your email address or other personal information unless
you choose to provide this information to us.
What types of Cookies do Ebiquity and its subsidiaries use?
Performance Cookies


Collect anonymous data on how visitors use a website; they can’t track users and are
only used to improve how a website works.

Functionality Cookies


Can remember usernames, language preferences and regions.

Session Cookies


These are temporary. They allow website operators to link the actions of a user during
a browser session. A browser session starts when a user opens the browser window
and finishes when they close the browser window. Once you close the browser, all
session cookies are deleted.

How do I turn off Cookies?
If you want to control which cookies you accept, you can configure your browser to accept all
cookies or to alert you every time a cookie is offered by a website's server. Most browsers
automatically accept cookies, you can set your browser option so that you will not receive
cookies and you can also delete existing cookies from your browser. You may find that some
parts of the site will not function properly if you have refused cookies.
User Agreement
By continuing to use our site, you agree to the placement of cookies on your device. If you
choose not to receive our cookies, we cannot guarantee that your experience will be as
fulfilling as it would otherwise be.

